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Chapter 1991 

The loud noise instantly alarmed the three people upstairs. 

Selena and the others hurriedly walked out of their respective bedrooms and 
looked into the hall. 

bass! 

When Xiao Zhan was thrown out, he kicked his feet on the wall, still unwilling 
to give up, stabbing Han Xiao’s heart with the dagger in his hand. 

At this moment, Han Xiao flicked his finger, right on Xiao Zhan’s right wrist. 

Immediately, Xiao Zhan let out a scream from his mouth, and the dagger was 
thrown out of his hand instantly, falling in the distance. 

“Xiao Zhan, you were naughty with me last time, this time, you can’t see me 
killing you!” The corners of Han Xiao’s mouth rose slightly, outlining a wicked 
smile. 

Immediately, he grabbed Xiao Zhan’s neck. 

In such an emergency, Han Xiao turned his head and asked the three people 
at the stairs, “How should I deal with this thing?” 

“Grandpa, kill this grandson!” Karl shouted loudly. 

Selena blinked, “Well, I have no objection.” 

Daniel immediately followed suit, “I agree.” 



Han Xiao was stunned, and stared at the three of them in surprise: “You 
guys…why are you so cruel? You’re going to kill people every now and then! 
Will one day get murderous and kill me too?” 

The moment the voice fell, there was only a “click”. 

Xiao Zhan’s neck had already been crushed by Han Xiao. 

Han Xiao was startled immediately, staring at Xiao Zhan who was dying, then 
looked at the three people upstairs, and said in surprise: “Why did you die, did 
you kill him?” 

upstairs. 

The corners of Karl’s mouth twitched slightly, “Grandpa, you killed me…” 

“I killed it? Are you sure?” Han Xiao asked. 

Karl’s head was full of black lines, “If I’m not mistaken…it was your 
grandfather who killed you…” 

Selena: “I’m sure you killed me. You crushed his neck. It’s really cruel…I 
didn’t expect you to be such a master. I misread you!” 

Daniel: “You should have killed him.” 

“Huh… It seems that my hand slipped, it wasn’t intentional!” Han Xiao stared 
at Xiao Zhan who had been pinched to death by himself, and said. 

Karl: “…” 

Selena: “…” 

Daniel: “…” 

Selena stared at Han Xiao and rolled her eyes. 

I’ve seen shameless people before, but I’ve never seen someone as 
shameless as Han Xiao. 

Obviously remembering the grudge from last time, he purposely crushed the 
skinny man to death, and then pretended to be innocent. 



The most shameless thing was that this Han Xiao refused to admit that he had 
killed someone, and wanted to give them his hat, insisting that they killed him. 

They were standing upstairs, what the hell did they use to kill people, did they 
use their thoughts? 

“Master Han Xiao is really shameless, what do you think?” Selena looked at 
Karl and Daniel with a smile. 

Karl: “Third Junior Sister, no big or small, don’t talk about my grandpa like 
that, be careful I’ll turn against you… Although my grandpa is shameless, he 
is shameless and invincible… My grandpa’s invincibility is not without 
grounds!” 

Daniel: “It’s okay.” 

“I want to eat watermelon!” Han Xiao didn’t care about the complaints from 
several people, and sat down on the sofa. 

“Grandpa, I understand!” 

Karl rushed to the living room, took out a large frozen watermelon from the 
refrigerator and handed it to Han Xiao, and then dragged Xiao Zhan’s body 
out. 

Selena went downstairs, cut up the watermelon, with stars in her eyes, and 
handed the watermelon to Han Xiao. 

“Master, you deliberately released that killer named Yorick and Doctor Death 
today, just to lure out the guy who assassinated you!” Selena asked. 

“Yorick…” Han Xiao stared blankly at Selena: “Who is it…” 

Selena: “…” 
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Han Xiao yawned, then snapped his fingers in the direction of the house. 

The big white tiger wandered out of the house and walked to Han Xiao’s side. 

“Let’s go.” Han Xiao waved at the three of them while walking towards the 
outside of the house. 

Selena was stunned for a moment, “Ah! My God, are you leaving?” 

“Doesn’t it mean that if no killer dares to come, I can leave?” Han Xiao had an 
expression of “you’re trying to trick me again”. 

Karl nodded again and again, “Grandpa is right, Xiao Zhan is already a top 
match!” 

Even Xiao Zhan died here, unless someone is crazy, he will take the order 
and come to die. 

After getting along these days, Selena felt a little bit disappointed when they 
were about to part suddenly, “It’s so late…or should you have a supper before 
leaving?” 

Han Xiao turned back without hesitation: “Okay!” 

Selena: “…” 

Selena’s sorrow of parting disappeared in an instant. 

– 

late at night. 

“My dear, is there something wrong with you?” Selena lay on the bed, unable 
to sleep. 

“So unconfident in me?” The man’s hoarse voice rang above his head. 

Selena rushed over and said, “Of course there is!” 



Daniel k!ssed the top of the girl’s head, “You concentrate on your own affairs 
and take good care of your body.” 

The rest is his battlefield… 

– 

After Han Xiao left, no killer came to Lu Town, and everything returned to 
calm, as if nothing had happened. 

Except, a few days later, there was an extra cute pure white cub in Lu Town. 

As for the outside world… 

After the other party knew that assassination would not work, they changed 
direction. In a short period of time, the entire Asian economy and underground 
forces became more and more ups and downs, and Daniel became extremely 
busy… 

And Selena’s career has returned to its peak, flourishing! 

– 

“yld…reverse time, freeze the most beautiful you!” 

On the large screen in the central square with the largest traffic in the imperial 
capital, Selena was lying in an Eden-like flower cluster, her skin without 
makeup could be broken by blows. 

The dreamlike picture caused passers-by to stop one after another. 

“I’ll go! Selena’s skin is really good! I heard that when she was shooting this 
commercial, she had no makeup on at all!” 

“I’ve seen Selena herself up close, and it’s definitely more exaggerated than in 
the advertisement! The words Reversal of Time are so apt!” 

“I actually invited Selena to speak for me, I feel that yld’s style is getting higher 
and higher!” 

“I’ve been using ss’s before, and I’ll buy a set of yld to try when I get paid!” 

… 



yld company building. 

“You did a good job this time.” In the video conference, the CEO of the 
country was in a good mood and praised. 

This time, yld’s products not only surpassed SS in the Huaguo market, but 
also increased their sales in China. 

Parker looked at the latest quarter’s sales and listened to the boss’s praise, 
his face was full of pride. 

After being suppressed by ss for so many years, it is finally a shame! 

The decision to replace Liu Xiaorou and choose Selena was really wise! 

Who would have known that after Selena’s comeback, the momentum would 
be so swift and violent, overwhelming Han Zixuan with no strength to fight 
back, and pulling Yld’s force back in an instant. 

You must know that signing a rising artist is infinitely more profitable than 
simply signing a popular artist. 

After Parker finished the video conference with the top management, he 
immediately called Xu Tao to contact him, and invited Selena to join yld’s 
stylish dinner. 

… 
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Star Entertainment. 



Looking at the various complicated data on the computer screen, Wang 
Haojun felt a splitting headache. 

Shengshi Entertainment’s market share is catching up to Empire at an 
alarming rate, and its stock has been rising. 

As for Han Zixuan, Empire’s side is really powerless. 

Participating in “The World” on the front foot, Selena smashed the place on 
the back foot; Starlight Night was directly slaughtered; the Hollywood 
blockbuster resources he finally obtained became the foil for Selena; even the 
ss skin care product advertisement endorsed by Selena The yld endorsed by 
Xi was crushed. 

“Cheng Yibin! Liu Xiaorou! What the hell are you doing? If I remember 
correctly, shouldn’t yld’s endorsement be Xiaorou’s? Why did it end up being 
Selena?” 

There are so many things going on in the company, it’s impossible for him to 
keep an eye on everything, and by the time he knows, it’s already too late. 

Not only did she lose a first-line endorsement, but Han Zixuan was 
suppressed again. 

Liu Xiaorou dared not speak out, so she could only endure it with an 
aggrieved face. 

Cheng Yibin wiped the sweat from his forehead, and said with a flattering 
expression, “President Wang, I can’t blame you! We had signed the contract 
that day, but Xu Tao took Selena to cut off his beard halfway, and I didn’t.” 
Way! 

It is estimated that Xu Tao is taking revenge on Xiaorou’s job-hopping. This is 
completely caused by a personal conflict between them, and it has nothing to 
do with me! “ 

Liu Xiaorou looked at the manager next to her in disbelief, and almost burst 
into tears, “I negotiated this endorsement before I joined the company. Why 
did I work fine before I joined the company, but it turned out bad when I joined 
the company! How could this be My fault?” 



Cheng Yibin’s face suddenly darkened, “Xiaorou, what do you mean? Are you 
saying that I have ruined your endorsement?” 

These days, Empire suffered grievances, and seeing Qin Shuang, who was 
ridiculed by her in the past, was now promoted step by step, and she was in 
heaven and earth with her, Liu Xiaorou could not bear it anymore, and cried 
on the spot: 

“Cheng Yibin! Don’t bully me too much! You know how you treated me after I 
came to Empire! If you don’t fight for resources for me, you will know to let me 
go to drink with people all day long! Just for a second-line endorsement. I’m 
going to sleep with an old man!” 

“What’s wrong with sleeping with you? Who doesn’t sleep with you in this 
business? You are the only one who is noble? Isn’t letting you sleep with me 
just to win resources for you!” 

“you…” 

“Okay! Shut up both of you! What do you look like!” 

After throwing out Cheng Yibin and Liu Xiaorou who were arguing endlessly, 
Wang Haojun’s head hurt even more. 

Now he can only pin his hopes on Roman. 

In the evening, Roman finally came late. 

Wang Haojun rushed to the door to welcome people in, “President Su, you are 
here, please sit down!” 

Roman slightly nodded, then sat down on the sofa, “What’s going on?” 

Wang Haojun looked confused, “Mr. Su must have known about the 
company’s situation recently. Selena’s comeback will have a greater impact 
and influence on our company. I asked Mr. Su to discuss with Mr. Su. Is there 
any solution? way!” 

Roman’s eyes flickered when he heard the words, “Since you can’t hold back, 
why don’t you hand out an olive branch?” 

Wang Haojun was taken aback when he heard the words, “Boss Su means to 
poach Selena directly?” 



“Why not?” Roman asked back. 

Wang Haojun looked suspicious, “Hey, President Su, you are also aware of 
the entanglement between Selena and Mrs. Ling. Selena was forced to leave 
by our Empire back then, how could she be willing to come back now? Even if 
Selena was willing, I’m afraid it’s hard to explain to Susie…” 
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“You don’t have to worry about Susie’s side. I’ll talk to Selena in person.” 
Roman said, his voice slightly tense. 

When Wang Haojun heard this, his eyes lit up immediately, “It would be the 
best if President Su stepped in! As long as Selena is willing to come over, we 
can promise to give her the best resources of the company, set up a studio for 
her alone, her manager People can come along too!” 

Even though Prosperous World has developed rapidly during this period, it is 
still not comparable to Empire, and if Roman talks in person, the odds of 
winning are still very high. 

… 

the next day. 

Xu Tao rushed into Liang Feixing’s office in a rage, “Old man Wang Haojun 
called him uncle!!!” 

Liang Feixing raised his eyebrows, “I didn’t expect you to have such a strong 
taste?” 

“I’m not kidding you! Dmn I just got the inside information, that old boy Wang 
Haojun actually wanted to poach my Selena!” 



“Heh, poach Selena?” Liang Feixing showed a rather delicate expression 
upon hearing this. 

“Dmn it! What should I do now? What if…if Her Lady Queen is poached away! 
Then I won’t live anymore!” Xu Tao had the expression that if Selena left, he 
would hit her head to death. 

Liang Feixing’s mouth twitched slightly, “Calm down, please? Do you think 
Selena is that kind of person?” 

“Of course not Selena! The main reason is that Wang Haojun’s tricks are too 
many. The seedlings raised by me have been poached one after another. I’m 
already psychologically disturbed, do you know that?” Xu Tao broke down. 

Liang Feixing said in a relaxed tone, “Don’t worry, it’s impossible for Selena to 
poach anyone.” 

“Why are you so sure?” Xu Tao burst into tears. 

This guy now regards Selena as more important than his life, and he has been 
betrayed so many times by his artists before, so he probably has some 
shadows. 

Liang Feixing rolled his eyes speechlessly as he looked at that guy’s mournful 
appearance for fear of being abandoned. 

Of course it was because Selena was not only an entertainer of Glory World 
Entertainment, but also the proprietress of Glory World Entertainment. 

Have you ever heard of someone who can poach the proprietress away? 

“In short, just trust me, and go about your business with peace of mind, don’t 
think about it.” Liang Feixing said. 

Xu Tao still looked sad, “Then if Her Lady Queen abandons me, will you be 
responsible?” 

“Responsible! If you are abandoned, I will be responsible for you, okay? Get 
lost! I still have to do something!” 

Liang Feixing’s words were almost broken, and finally he sent the noisy Xu 
Tao away. 



… 

yld fashion dinner. 

Selena was invited to attend, and was taking a breather in the small garden 
on the way, unexpectedly meeting Roman whom she hadn’t seen for many 
days. 

After seeing her at Imperial University last time, Roman never looked for her 
again. 

This result was within Selena’s expectation. 

Roman couldn’t play with Susie. 

I heard that Empire was replaced by Roman during this period of time, the 
reason being that Susie was unwell. 

She knew Susie’s temperament too well, there was nothing that could make 
her hand over the power in her hand. 

unless… 

The night was as cool as water, Selena wore a long silver-white dress, her jet-
black hair was tied in a loose bun behind her head, and she sat comfortably 
on the swing with a glass of red wine. 

The scene in front of me was too beautiful to be real. 

Roman’s heart beat wildly, “Selena…” 

As if worried that the person in front of him would run away from him again, he 
hurriedly said again, “Selena, I’m looking for you this time on business.” 

“Business?” Selena tilted her head slightly, her smoky eyes were full of 
drunkenness, she was obviously innocent, but she was as seductive as a fairy 
in the dark night. 
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Roman only felt his throat dry up and down, took a deep breath to calm 
himself down, and said directly, “Selena, come to Empire!” 

Hearing Roman’s words, Selena raised her eyebrows slightly, but she didn’t 
expect that Roman came here to poach someone? 

Roman’s eyes were full of tenderness, “Selena, you are a girl who wandered 
outside, and you have suffered too much these years. Although you are doing 
well now, even if Shengshi pays more attention to you, you and Shengshi will 
be together. After all, it is still a matter of interests. If you come to Empire, at 
least I can still take care of you. 

Or, if you are tired from work, you can rest if you want, and you don’t have to 
work so hard…” 

“Heh…” Selena chuckled, “Boss Su means you want to cover me?” 

Roman’s complexion changed, and he hurriedly said, “Selena! That’s not what 
I mean! I just want to take care of you!” 

“President Su should take care of Susie’s mother and son first, so I won’t 
bother you.” 

The moment Selena finished speaking, Roman’s face turned pale as paper, 
“You know…” 

Roman looked eagerly at the girl in front of him and explained, “Selena, I 
didn’t lie to you. I was already asking a lawyer to draft a divorce agreement as 
soon as I got back. I had already made an appointment with Susie to explain it 
to her that day, but that night … Susie suddenly fainted and was sent to the 
hospital… Then it was found out… that she was pregnant… 

In that case, I really can’t speak… 

I know I’ve let you down again, Selena… just wait for me… give me a little 
more time, okay? “ 



After Roman finished speaking, he looked at the girl very nervously, only to 
find that the girl had her eyes slightly closed and her head was leaning quietly 
on the swing rope, as if she had fallen asleep. 

This scene… 

As if being bewitched, Roman walked towards the girl involuntarily. 

The moment his hand was about to touch the girl, suddenly a person came 
out from the slant, blocked Roman’s hand, and stood in front of Selena. 

Louis’s eyes were full of icy bits, “I said President Su, you are a married man, 
so maybe this is inappropriate?” 

The words “married man” made Roman’s face extremely ugly, “Selena is 
drunk, please ask her assistant to come and take care of her.” 

Louis snorted coldly, “She’s none of your business!” 

After speaking, he glared at Selena, who was sleeping beside him knowing 
nothing, and helped her up. 

Dmn girl! No vigilance at all! 

Selena who was being pulled up opened her eyes in a daze, “Golden 
retriever…” 

“Didn’t I tell you to drink less! You’re dying for drinking so much!” Louis roared 
angrily. 

Selena squeezed the space between her eyebrows, “I only had one drink…” 

After waking up in a vegetable state, her body has almost recovered, and of 
course there are sequelae. She found that her drinking capacity dropped 
sharply, and she actually fell into a glass. 

Louis helped her quickly leave the small garden, and vomited furiously, “You 
were almost taken advantage of by Su sgum just now, do you know that?” 

“Thanks.” 



“Of course you have to thank me! With such a good ex-boyfriend like me, you 
have burned the incense in your previous life! If you compare me with those 
sgumbags in the future, I will never end with you!” 

“Then how can it be! You are my eldest nephew!” 

“What the hell are you saying again, what am I you? Believe it or not, I threw 
you here?” 

“Brother! Big brother… don’t tell my sweetheart what happened today…” 

“You know your sweetheart!” 

… 
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These days, Selena noticed that something was wrong with Xu Tao. 

They kept walking around her, booing and inquiring about her health, serving 
tea and pouring water. 

Although Xu Tao had always been very kind to her in the past, these days he 
was obviously looking for trouble, looking for something to talk about, and he 
seemed hesitant to talk several times. 

Selena had no choice but to ask him directly, “Brother Tao, what’s wrong with 
you? If you have anything to say, just say it!” 

Xu Tao murmured for a long time before he said sadly, “My Lady Queen, you 
will not abandon me, will you?” 

“Where did you say that?” Selena was puzzled. 



“It’s not Wang Haojun’s ba5tard! He actually wants to eat swan meat and 
wants to poach you to Empire!” Xu Tao was furious. 

Selena couldn’t laugh or cry when she heard this, “You said he was Lai Toad 
and wanted to eat swan meat, why would I go to him?” 

“But I still don’t feel safe…” 

At this moment, Liang Feixing pushed the door in and pulled Xu Tao aside by 
the collar, “You are too old to act coquettishly! Goosebumps are rising! Didn’t I 
tell you not to bother Selena? Go to work!” 

After speaking, he turned to Selena and said, “Selena, don’t bother with this 
guy, my uncle is here, and I’m in a bad mood.” 

Selena said helplessly, “Brother Tao, don’t worry, Roman did look for me last 
night, but I have already refused.” 

“Dmn it! That ba5tard is really shameless! Even Roman moved out!” Xu Tao 
was half dead with anger. 

However, hearing that Selena had rejected, Xu Tao finally let go of the big 
stone that had been weighing on his heart for several days, and began to 
work happily wagging his tail, “Then, my lord queen, I will pick you up tonight 
to attend the anniversary celebration of the Imperial Capital TV station.” !” 

“I don’t know when the announcement in the afternoon will end. Anyway, my 
show will be later, so it doesn’t matter. Brother Tao, you can take Qin Shuang 
to prepare first. When it’s over, I can just go there.” Selena said. 

“Okay!” Xu Tao has fully revived at this moment. 

The Goddess is too considerate, is there anything! 

… 

night. 

Xu Tao took Qin Shuang to the stage first. 

After arriving at the place, the two entered the designated dressing room. 



As soon as he entered, he found that someone was already inside, and Xu 
Tao realized that he had gone to the wrong room. 

In the room, Yin Youyou brought her agent, two assistants, a makeup artist, a 
stylist, and two bodyguards. A large group of people were waiting for Yin 
Youyou to make up. 

Since she jumped to Empire, Yin Youyou has paid great attention to the scene 
and outfit when she goes out, for fear that others will not know how well she 
has done after the job-hopping. 

One of Yin Youyou’s assistants with a sharp chin saw an outsider coming in, 
and angrily yelled at Xu Tao and Qin Shuang on the spot, “Whoever allowed 
you to come in casually! This is Youyou’s exclusive dressing room!” 

After Xu Tao learned that he had made a mistake, he was going to take Qin 
Shuang to leave. At this moment, Yuanjia Road was narrow. Looking at the 
little assistant with a sharp chin, he sneered, “Oh, the exclusive dressing 
room? It has your name written on it? “ 

The little assistant looked at Xu Tao who was facing him, and immediately 
sneered, “Xu Tao, you were considered a gold medal manager back then. 
Although you were so downcast that you almost slept on the street, you can’t 
really be like a ra5cal, right?” 

The little assistant who spoke was the one who slapped Xu Tao in the bar and 
humiliated him on the spot. Later, this incident was reported by various 
entertainment newspapers, making Xu Tao ridiculed by everyone in the 
industry. 

The former gold medal manager was actually slapped in the face by a small 
assistant… 
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Afterwards, because of this matter, she is now very highly regarded by Yin 
Youyou. Obviously, Yin Youyou was very satisfied with what she did at that 
time. 

Therefore, this little assistant would naturally not miss such an opportunity to 
perform well. 

“Hehe, the one who is so downcast that he sleeps on the street is probably 
someone else?” Xu Tao deliberately glanced in Yin Youyou’s direction, and 
said quietly. 

Hearing this, Yin Youyou, who was sitting in front of the dressing table, 
suddenly stiffened and his face changed. 

Xu Tao is obviously mocking him! 

A year ago, when she was the poorest, she really slept on the street. Later, 
when Xu Tao picked her up in Shengshi, she became a first-line superstar. 

The little assistant had also heard about Yin Youyou’s past, and knew that Yin 
Youyou must be very upset now, so he rushed to the two of them 
immediately, “I told you that this is Youyou’s exclusive dressing room, can’t 
dogs understand human language?” 

At this time, the staff of the TV station outside heard the movement inside and 
hurried over. 

“May I ask what happened?” 

A middle-aged man with a beard and a young female staff member walked in. 

The little assistant with a pointed chin immediately complained when he saw 
the person coming, “Director Chen, you know, this is Youyou’s exclusive 
dressing room. Every time Youyou comes, he uses this room alone. The 
others are too small to fit! But, this The two of you are like rogues, they insist 
on staying here and robbing our Youyou’s dressing room!” 

“This…” The choreographer looked at Yin Youyou who was wearing fancy 
clothes and putting on makeup, and then at Qin Shuang and Xu Tao, feeling a 
headache. 



People in their line of business usually pick up soft persimmons, and Yin 
Youyou is notoriously hard to mess with in the circle. 

On the other hand, Qin Shuang, although he became famous overnight and 
gained a lot of limelight, his coffee status is still completely incomparable with 
Yin Youyou, and they are not in the same rank at all. 

It is really unnecessary to offend Yin Youyou for Qin Shuang. 

After a short period of deliberation, the choreographer had already thought 
about it, coughed lightly, turned to Xu Tao and Qin Shuang and said, “This 
dressing room is indeed Miss Yin’s exclusive dressing room, why don’t you go 
to another place with me? “ 

The little assistant with a pointed chin was elated when he heard that Director 
Chen was still on their side in the end, “Did you hear that?” 

Qin Shuang didn’t want to cause trouble for Xu Tao, so she persuaded Xu 
Tao in a low voice, “Brother Tao forget it, let’s go somewhere else!” 

Xu Tao didn’t speak, but his face was extremely gloomy. 

Seeing that the two of them were still not moving, the little assistant looked 
impatient, “Our Youyou show is about to start, can you afford to be delayed?” 

It was really not a big deal, but this little assistant wanted to make use of it, 
obviously to embarrass them on purpose. 

The editor-director Chen next to him looked at the time, and it was indeed too 
late, so he didn’t care so much, and said in a slightly tough tone, “Please 
leave, both of you, and please don’t disturb other artists who are preparing to 
go on stage.” 

The little assistant flirted with the two bodyguards next to him, and then 
taunted in a sharp voice, “Hurry up and get out! With a 18-line small suit that 
became popular overnight, I am ashamed to play a big game and grab the 
dressing room from our Youyou. Where is it?” come face!” 

While speaking, two bodyguards had already walked towards the two of them 
to forcibly drive them away… 



At this moment, a faint voice came from the doorway behind Xu Tao and Qin 
Shuang, “So… I’m an eighteenth-tier dragon?” 
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The moment this familiar voice sounded, not only the bodyguards 
subconsciously stopped, but also the assistant, Yin Youyou, Director Chen 
and the staff all looked towards the door. 

Immediately, everyone saw that Selena, who was wearing an evening gown, 
was standing at the door as if some announcement had just been made. 

Seeing the person coming, a hint of panic flashed across the face of the 
pointy-chinned little assistant, who was originally unscrupulous, and said with 
a straight face, “I’m talking about Qin Shuang, not you, Teacher Ning!” 

“What?” Selena didn’t look at the little assistant with a pointed chin, but asked 
Qin Shuang who was closest to her out of the corner of her eye. 

Qin Shuang quickly explained in a low voice, “Karen is fine, it’s just that we 
went to the wrong room, let us leave here…” 

The little assistant felt reasonable, and when she saw this, she immediately 
interrupted without hesitation, “What’s wrong, it’s really nice to say! These two 
people are clearly here to fight for the dressing room on purpose! Don’t piss to 
see who you are I’ve only been popular for a few days, and I don’t know who I 
am anymore!” 

Listening to the little assistant’s words, Selena didn’t show any expression on 
her face, but walked towards Yin Youyou step by step. 



At this moment, seeing Selena appearing, Yin Youyou subconsciously stood 
up. 

Selena lazily stretched out her hand, and pulled the chair behind Yin Youyou 
to her, and sat down slowly. Her long legs wrapped in a high-slit dress slowly 
overlapped, and her elbows were propped on the back of the chair. Going up, 
with his head tilted, his eyes swept over everyone in the room, and he said 
unhurriedly, “I want this dressing room.” 

The moment Selena finished speaking, Yin Youyou beside her suddenly 
turned dark and stared at her coldly. 

The little assistant with a pointed chin said anxiously, “Ms. Ning, this is our 
Youyou’s dressing room!” 

Selena frowned slightly, “Oh? Her dressing room? Did you write her name?” 

The little assistant didn’t expect Selena to say the same thing as Xu Tao, and 
his expression became very ugly. 

She could scold Xu Tao at will, but she didn’t dare to use the same attitude 
towards Selena. She could only look aggrieved and said, “Mr. Ning, this is 
indeed our Youyou’s dressing room. If you don’t believe me, you can ask 
Director Chen.” 

“Okay, I’ll ask.” Selena turned her gaze to Director Chen, and asked calmly, 
“Director Chen, may I ask… whose dressing room is this?” 

Director Chen wiped the cold sweat off his forehead, and after a short silence, 
he answered almost on the spot, “This… This is of course Mr. Ning’s dressing 
room, it’s your exclusive dressing room!” 

After finishing speaking, he quickly winked at the female assistant next to him. 

“what?” 

The little assistant was full of disbelief, and was about to speak, but saw the 
female assistant next to Director Chen receiving the leader’s gaze, nodded 
quickly and rushed over. 

Then he came back quickly, and when he came back, he still held a white 
cardboard nameplate in his hand. 



On the cardboard were written a few large black and bold characters – 
Selena’s exclusive dressing room! 

Then the little assistant, Yin Youyou and others watched helplessly as the 
female assistant hung the big and conspicuous cardboard on the door. 

“Did you see?” Selena’s complexion remained unchanged from the beginning 
to the end, except for the colder eyes. 

“You…you…” The little assistant with a pointed chin watched this scene and 
the attitude of the director, his whole face darkened from choking. 

And Yin Youyou was trembling with anger, almost dying on the spot. 
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Chapter 1999 

This is not over yet, then director Chen immediately turned to Yin Youyou and 
the others and said, “Mr. Yin, I think you may have made a mistake. Please 
change to a dressing room right now!” 

Depend on! Wrong way! 

It turned out that they went wrong? 

Are they here early in the morning? 

And this is obviously the dressing room that Youyou has been using! 

However, at this moment, it was obvious that Director Chen did not dare to 
offend Selena because of her high status, and it was all intentional. 

“Please!” Director Chen urged again. 



The little assistant didn’t dare to say a word at this moment. If Selena didn’t 
care, she would naturally be unscrupulous, but Selena was obviously trying to 
stand up for Qin Shuang, how dare a little assistant like her say anything? 

When did Yin Youyou experience such a shameful humiliation? His nails dug 
into his palm so hard that he almost lost his composure on the spot. 

She exhausted all her self-control to hold herself back, “Let’s go.” 

In the room, a group of people brought by Yin Youyou lowered their heads 
and quickly packed up their things carefully. 

A group of people walked to the door, and when they passed by Xu Tao and 
Qin Shuang, the little assistant with a pointed chin couldn’t be more angry, 
and said viciously, “What are you proud of! A villain’s success! Why don’t you 
just hug Selena’s thighs?” Is it just a superior?” 

The little assistant’s voice was not low, and Selena naturally heard it too. 
Seeing Xu Tao and Qin Shuang’s expressions were not good, Selena’s 
expression immediately turned cold. 

At this moment, Selena who was sitting on Yin Youyou’s seat suddenly stood 
up, walked towards Qin Shuang and Xu Tao, and said, “Brother Tao, 
Shuangshuang, follow me upstairs to the dressing room.” 

Selena’s original dressing room was arranged upstairs. 

Although Yin Youyou’s room is considered very good, the most luxurious 
private dressing room in the station, specially prepared for international 
celebrities of Song Lin’s level, is the one upstairs. 

Qin Shuang immediately nodded obediently. 

As soon as Yin Youyou heard the words upstairs, his face became even 
uglier. 

At this time, a staff member of the station rushed to announce breathlessly, 
“Miss Yin, your show is about to start! Please get ready to go on stage!” 

“What?” The little assistant’s face suddenly changed, “But our Youyou’s 
makeup is only half done!” 



Speaking of this, the little assistant didn’t care too much, and quickly said, 
“Since Mr. Ning is going to another dressing room, this one is not used, so 
let’s Youyou go in and finish the makeup!” 

After speaking, we will rush in directly. 

The corners of Selena’s mouth twitched slightly, and she glanced at the words 
“Selena’s exclusive dressing room” on the door, “Have I allowed you to use 
it?” 

Not only does she want to grab it, even if she grabs it and doesn’t use it, it 
won’t be your turn. 

Director Chen is used to observing words and demeanor, so he couldn’t 
understand what Selena meant, so he said immediately, “I’m afraid this is not 
possible. This is Teacher Ning’s exclusive dressing room. Outsiders are not 
allowed to enter without Teacher Ning’s permission. Choose a location, the 
opposite is the public dressing room.” 

“What! You actually asked us Youyou to go to the public dressing room! Also, 
why didn’t you let us use it even though it was empty?” The little assistant 
couldn’t believe it. 

Director Chen said directly with a blank face, “We originally reserved this room 
for Teacher Ning. You made a mistake in the first place. We have nothing to 
do about it. If you don’t make it in time, I can only let the next show be on top.” 
.” 

This is simply deceptive! 

The little assistant was very angry. 

But there is no way, if there is any further delay, the show will really turn 
yellow. 

In the end, Yin Youyou and a group of people could only squeeze into the 
overcrowded public dressing room, and finished the rest of the makeup under 
the curious eyes of all the other artists… 
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Chapter 2000 

On the stage, because Yin Youyou came to the stage in a hurry and was in a 
restless mood, the audience was out of state, and he sang several notes in 
the middle, and one high note broke directly and did not go up. 

As soon as Yin Youyou returned to the backstage with a gloomy face, he 
heard a whisper from inside. 

“My God! Who gave Yin Youyou the courage to choose to sing this kind of 
program?” 

“Haha, so many celebrities have been involved in lip-syncing scandals 
recently, she can at least prove that she is not lip-syncing!” 

“Pfft…is there such an operation?” 

“Hey, hey, the point is not this matter, okay? Does anyone know what’s going 
on with Yin Youyou? Why did you run into the public dressing room to 
squeeze with us just now? Didn’t she always have her own dressing room?” 

“Haha, I know! I just heard from the inside information that Xu Tao and Qin 
Shuang went to the wrong dressing room, but Yin Youyou took advantage of it 
to find fault, saying that they deliberately wanted to steal the dressing room, 
and asked them to drive them away.” go out…” 

“And then what? How did Yin Youyou come out in the end?” 

The female artist who claimed to have inside information said excitedly, “Then 
Goddess Selena arrived! I don’t need to tell you more about the rest of the 
situation, right?” 

“Selena is quite a loyal person. I heard that she especially protects the artistes 
of the same company! Recently, apart from Qin Shuang, several people have 
gotten up in Shengshi!” 



“Yin Youyou has been arrogant and domineering all day long relying on her 
high status, this time she’s kicked the iron plate! You know how to bully those 
who are lower than her, if you have the ability, go and fight Selena!” 

… 

Listening to those people’s words, Yin Youyou trembled with anger, “Have you 
said enough?” 

The voice of the gossip master suddenly came from behind, and everyone 
was startled. They all lowered their heads and pretended to be busy, as if 
nothing had happened, for fear of being swept away by this storm tail. 

It wasn’t until Yin Youyou left angrily that everyone began to gossip even 
more excitedly. 

“What do you think Yin Youyou will do this time? Those who offended Yin 
Youyou before were all punished badly!” someone asked. 

“Selena, are you kidding? Yin Youyou is not in the same weight class as 
Selena, is it? You don’t even look at the attitude of the stage!” 

“Don’t forget that Yin Youyou still has Han Zixuan on top! Aren’t these two 
people always on good terms? Han Zixuan is so authoritarian and selfish, but 
she is the only one who takes good care of Yin Youyou!” 

The person who spoke rolled his eyes, “Han Zixuan was so crushed by 
Selena, she couldn’t take care of herself!” 

“I think it’s too early to decide the outcome. With Shengshi’s strength and Han 
Zixuan’s popularity here, it’s not like there’s no chance of counter-pressure!” 

… 

At night, in a high-end club. 

At this moment, Han Zixuan was sitting opposite Susie at the table in the 
water pavilion. 

Han Zixuan’s face was full of anger and grievance, “Vice President Ning, 
when you were here, you always took care of me and promoted me, but since 
you left, I really can’t stay in the company anymore, when will you come back? 
“ 



Han Zixuan asked her most relevant question. 

Ever since Roman accepted the company, she has been oppressed more and 
more severely, and she really can’t sit still, so she asked Susie out in private. 

On the opposite side, Susie listened to the other party’s cries, her face was 
full of helplessness, and her tone was somewhat unspeakable, “I’m sorry, 
Zixuan, I don’t have any power in my hands right now, I’m afraid I really can’t 
help you… …” 

Han Zixuan’s face suddenly changed, “Vice President Ning, I really don’t 
understand why you suddenly left the company?” 

 


